Saying it all with pictures

For example, a photo taken of a little girl playing in a street can also inadvertently demonstrate fashion, transport, architecture, as well as provide evidence of technology (in the techniques used to create the image itself).

The CSU Regional Archives has an extensive collection of photographs, negatives, slides and film, of which many of you would be aware that the photographs by Tom Lennon comprise a significant part.

Our search room is always open for the public to come and browse through our photograph collections, whether for research purposes or just out of interest.

Copies can be made from most photograph collections and we are always glad for help with identifying unknown faces and places.

While we did get a fantastic response to our plea for people to come and identify people in the Lennon Collection, there are still many images that have gone unidentified.

From the Alfred Greene collection (RW12473): "Accommodation - Learmont’s saw mill - after being stuck on one corner by falling limb from large elm tree on right. At present disused, but is still habitable. Had dinner here today. May 26, 1957. 2:35pm. Cloudy - no sun."

From the Murray Valley Development League collection (RW214/89): "The 370-feet high rockfill Blowering Dam during construction. Storage of water will commence in 1968."

From the Murray Valley Development League collection (RW214/90).